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It comprises the theoretical analysis of the body of methods and principles associated with a branch of knowledge such that the methodologies employed from differing disciplines vary depending on their historical development. “the analysis of the principles of methods, rules, and postulates employed by a discipline”;[10]. “the systematic study of methods that are, can be, or have been applied within a discipline”;[10]. “the study or description of methods”.[11]. The Federico Santa MarÃ­a Technical University in Valparaiso, Chile, will be hosting the 9th international conference on Computational Methods and Function Theory (CMFT 2021) to be held July 12â€“16, 2021. View all updates. For authors. is that method is a process by which a task is completed; a way of doing something while theory is (obsolete) mental conception; reflection, consideration. Other Comparisons: What's the difference? Method vs Theory. Methodology vs Theory. method. English. Noun.